Chapter 2

Sporadic Meteors

It turns out that some sporadic meteors are not so random after all. There are
groups of nonshower meteors that encounter Earth on a daily basis, adding a few
meteors per hour to the overall activity. Some of these are actually artiﬁcial radiants that are created by Earth’s motion through space. Only one of these radiants
produces enough activity to be easily seen by the visual observer. This radiant
would be the Antihelion radiant, so named as the radiant’s location lies opposite
the Sun. Details of the position and periodic enhancements of the Antihelion
shower are listed in the outbound counterpart of the Antihelions, the Helion radiant, is just as active but unfortunately lies in the direction of the Sun and is therefore unobservable by visual means.
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Abstract

2.1 Random Meteors
A great majority of the meteors you see in the sky above are sporadic, not belonging to any recognizable shower. The material that produces meteor showers is
constantly evolving with meteoroids being spread out throughout their orbit. Not
only do they spread material throughout the orbit in an organized manner, but the
smaller particles are also pushed farther from the Sun by the solar wind and larger
particles are pulled toward the Sun by its intense gravity. These forces tend to disperse organized meteoroids as time progresses. The dispersion process can take a
few hundred years up to several thousand, depending on the interaction of the
major planets. What is a random meteor today may have belonged to an organized
meteor shower a thousand years ago. A thousand years from now a Geminid
meteor may go unrecognized amid other new showers that have formed.
When maximum hourly rates fall below 2 per hour a meteor shower becomes
difﬁcult to recognize. The odds a sporadic meteor will line itself up with any
shower radiant is at least 1 per hour. Therefore a weak shower producing one
meteor per hour can suffer from sporadic contamination, artiﬁcially doubling its
true activity. Meaningful meteor shower lists limit themselves to showers that produce hourly rates of at least two shower members at maximum activity. This means
that the observer will actually witness an average of three meteors per hour from
these showers, with one of the meteors actually being sporadic. This is meaningful,
for weak showers producing ten meteors an hour or less as a large percentage of
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their activity can actually be associated with random activity. For stronger showers
this is a smaller percentage of the observed activity and does not skew the results.
Like shower activity, sporadic rates vary throughout the year, depending on your
location. From the northern hemisphere the spring season offers the lowest sporadic rates of the year. During the summer sporadic rates increase and reach a
3-month maximum during the months of autumn. The winter season offers good
rates in January, but activity falls during February and March toward the spring
low (Fig. 2.1). In the southern hemisphere the activity curve is not so simple. Their
summer season produces a peak of sporadic activity in January, with rates then
falling slowly during February and March. Sporadic rates again increase in April
and May toward a secondary maximum in July. In August rates fall steeply toward
the annual minimum in October. In November rates again climb toward the
January maximum (Fig. 2.2).
It was once thought that the annual variation in sporadic activity was due to the
angle of the ecliptic during the active morning hours. As seen from the northern
hemisphere the angle of the ecliptic is steepest near the autumnal equinox in
September. The angle is shallowest near the spring equinox in March. This roughly
coincides with the strongest and weakest sporadic rates of the year. One would
expect just the opposite as seen from the southern hemisphere with the strongest
rates in March and the weakest in September.

Fig. 2.1. Mean annual sporadic rates as seen from 45°N. under dark sky conditions.

Fig. 2.2. Mean annual sporadic rates as seen from 45°S. under dark sky conditions.
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The September minimum is correct, but the peak in June/July and the secondary
minimum in March do not ﬁt at all. Therefore the ecliptic angle has little effect on
the sporadic activity. The lack of data from the southern hemisphere hampers the
study, but it is currently thought that the solution is simply that the lulls in sporadic activity is due to a genuine lack of material located north or south of the
ecliptic plane encountering Earth at that time of year (Fig. 2.3).
No matter your location, the time of day has a great inﬂuence on the number of
sporadic meteors you will see. At 6:00 p.m., when you look into the sky, you are
viewing the area of space from which Earth is receding. This is much like the view
out the back window of a moving vehicle in rainy weather. To be seen at this time
any meteoroid must overtake Earth. Like the scarcity of raindrops on a rear window, there are very few meteoroids that catch up to Earth and can be seen at this
time. The situation slowly improves as the evening progresses. Near 9:00 p.m. Earth
has rotated 45° toward the east, yet the situation has scarcely improved. Any activity seen at this hour is a combined group of meteors catching up to Earth and those
striking the atmosphere at a more perpendicular angle. Rates are still relatively low
at midnight, with all activity striking Earth at near-perpendicular angles.
A particular group of meteors radiating from the ecliptic near the opposition
(antisolar) point is often noticeable at this time. These are the Antihelion meteors,
separate from sporadic meteors yet not produced by any single object. These meteors will be presented in the next chapter.
Past midnight observers will begin to see meteors that strike Earth from a headon direction. As the graph implies, many more meteors are seen after midnight
than before. The reason for this is that the observer can now see meteors from both
perpendicular angles and those striking the atmosphere head on. During the early
morning hours, near 3:00 a.m., an observer is now viewing the part of the sky to
which Earth is approaching. There will still be some slower meteors radiating from
areas in the western half of the sky, produced by meteors striking the atmosphere
at a more perpendicular angle. The most notable and more numerous meteors,
though, will be those radiating from the eastern half of the sky with very swift
velocities. The maximum diurnal rates occur near 6:00 a.m., when nearly all meteors seen strike Earth from a head-on direction. This situation is much like viewing
through the front windshield of a moving vehicle during rain. Unfortunately dawn
interferes at this hour, so the best observed rates usually occur an hour or two
earlier before the onset of morning twilight.
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Fig. 2.3. Diurnal sporadic rates showing the peak near 6:00 a.m.
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2.2 Antihelion Meteors
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During the course of a year Earth intercepts particles orbiting in a prograde motion
lying in low-inclination orbits centered along the ecliptic. Like most members of the
Solar System these particles orbit the Sun in a direct motion and encounter Earth
before their closest approach to the Sun. The source of these meteoroids is not precisely known, but it is thought that they are produced by asteroids or comets under
the gravitational inﬂuence of Jupiter. These meteoroids that encounter Earth on the
inbound portion of their orbit are known as Antihelion meteors. They are named
for the area of the sky in which they seem to radiate, the antisolar or Antihelion
portion of the sky. This part of the sky rises as the sky becomes totally dark and is
best placed near 0100 local standard time (LST), when it lies highest above the horizon. During the morning hours the Antihelion radiant sinks into the western sky
and lies near the western horizon at dawn. The radiant is not precisely located at the
antisolar point due to the fact that slower meteors, such as the Antihelions, are
affected by the apex attraction. Simply stated, the apex attraction is produced by
Earth’s motion through space, which causes the apparent radiant to be slightly different than the actual radiant. In this case the apparent Antihelion radiant is shifted
15° toward the direction Earth is moving (east). Therefore the apparent radiant of
the Antihelion meteors lies 15°E of the exact antisolar point.
These meteors were once classiﬁed into separate showers throughout the year,
with their radiant area always near the antisolar area of the sky. Among these were
the delta Cancrids of January, the Virginids of February, March, and April, the alpha
Scorpiids of May, the Sagittarids of June, the Capricornids of July (not to be confused
with the alpha Capricornids), the iota Aquariids of August, the Southern Piscids of
September, the Arietids of October, the Taurids of November (not to be confused
with the Northern and Southern Taurids), and lastly the chi Orionids of December.
Observers rarely focus on viewing the Antihelion radiant, as rates seldom exceed
3 per hour. There is, though, a constant supply of slow meteors produced from this
area throughout the night and during the course of a year. Rarely does an observer
not see at least one Antihelion meteor during an observing session. Unlike most
shower radiants, the Antihelion radiant is large and diffuse, often covering an area
of 30° in right ascension (celestial longitude). The size in declination (celestial
latitude) is somewhat less, making it oval shaped.
As stated before, these meteors are visible during the entire night but best seen
near 1:00 a.m. LST when the radiant lies on the meridian and is situated highest in
the sky. For those who observe summer or daylight saving time the culmination
would occur at 2:00 a.m. Since the Antihelion radiant does not venture more than 23°
from the celestial equator, shower members may be seen equally well from both
hemispheres during the year. The radiant follows the ecliptic and ranges from a declination of 23°N in late November and early December to 23°S in late May and early
June. Therefore it is best seen in late November and early December from the northern hemisphere and from late May to early June from the southern hemisphere.
During October and November the large Antihelion radiant overlaps that of the
more active north and south Taurid radiants. During this time it is impossible to
separate activity from these radiants. Therefore, at this time of year any activity
from this area is classiﬁed as either northern or southern Taurid. This may artiﬁcially inﬂate the observed activity of the Taurids, but at this time it is the best
compromise (Table 2.1)

Date

RA

Dec

Const.

Date

RA

Dec

Const.

Jan 01
Jan 15
Feb 01
Feb 15
Mar 01
Mar 15
Apr 01
Apr 15
May 01
May 15
Jun 01
Jun 15

113
127
145
159
173
187
203
218
233
247
264
276

+21
+17
+13
+07
+02
−04
−09
−15
−19
−22
−23
−23

GEM
CNC
LEO
LEO
LEO
VIR
VIR
LIB
LIB
OPH
OPH
SAG

Jul 01
Jul 15
Aug 01
Aug 15
Sep 01
Sep 15
Oct 01
Oct 15
Nov 01
Nov 15
Dec 01
Dec 15

292
305
321
335
351
005
–
–
–
–
081
096

−21
−18
−14
−08
−03
+03
–
–
–
–
+23
+23

SAG
CAP
CAP
AQR
PSC
PSC
PSC
ARI
TAU
TAU
TAU
GEM

Table 2.2. Enhanced periods for Antihelion activity2
Period

Maximum

Position

Jan 02–07
Jan 27–Feb 05
Feb 05–12
Feb 17–26
Mar 18–23
Apr 04–09
Apr 16–23
Apr 17–23
Apr 27–May 06
May 22–30
Jun 05–14
Jun 17–26
Jun 23–Jul 01
Jun 24–30
Jul 16–22
Jul 25–31
Jul 30–Aug 06
Aug 10–16
Aug 08–26
Aug 26–Sep 08
Sep 01–06
Sep 07–12
Sep 10–18
Sep 13–23

Jan 04
Feb 05
Feb 12
Feb 25
Mar 22
Apr 08
Apr 23
Apr 19
May 05
May 29
Jun 06
Jun 18
Jul 01
Jun 29
Jul 21
Jul 25
Aug 02
Aug 16
Aug 22
Sep 05
Sep 05
Sep 08
Sep 14
Sep 18

131 (08:44) + 28
160 (10:40) + 09
152 (10:08) + 12
162 (10:48) + 03
186 (12:24) + 02
220 (14:40) − 08
223 (14:52) − 24
218 (14:32) − 18
241 (16:04) − 16
254 (16:56) − 16
260 (17:20) − 23
274 (18:16) − 30
283 (18:52) − 27
290 (19:20) − 21
315 (21:00) − 18
326 (21:44) − 23
335 (22:20) − 16
336 (22:24) − 04
354 (23:36) + 05
358 (23:52) + 04
011 (00:44) − 04
010 (00:40) + 01
357 (23:48) − 04
010 (00:40) + 08
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Table 2.1. Positions of the Antihelion radiant throughout the year1

There are certain times of the year when the Antihelion radiant is slightly
stronger than its normal 2–3 meteors per hour. These were once thought to be the
peaks of separate showers. In reality it’s just areas where the concentration of particles is just a bit higher than normal. Table 2.2 lists these periods of enhanced rates
for the Antihelion radiant.
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Table 2.3. Helion showers3
Name

Period

Maximum

Position

Daytime Scutids
Daytime chi Capricornids
Daytime epsilon Aquariids
Daytime chi Piscids
Daytime omega Cetids
Daytime epsilon Arietids
Daytime Arietids
Daytime Aurigids
Daytime zeta Cancrids
Daytime gamma Leonids
Daytime psi Virginids
Daytime iota Virginids
Daytime delta Scorpiids

Dec 30–Jan 06
Jan 17–Feb 12
Jan 15–Feb 13
Mar 28–Apr 21
Apr 24–May 27
May 04–Jun 06
May 22–Jul 02
Jun 09–Jul 25
Aug 07–22
Aug 18–24
Sep 28–Oct 24
Nov 05–07
Dec 05–07

Jan 04
Feb 01
Feb 13
Apr 09
May 07
May 16
Jun 07
Jun 27
Aug 20
Aug 22
Oct 15
Nov 05
Dec 06

278 (18:32) − 08
322 (21:28) + 06
310 (20:40) − 07
020 (01:20) + 21
356 (23:44) + 08
045 (03:00) + 21
045 (03:00) + 26
093 (06:12) + 31
120 (08:00) + 19
140 (09:20) + 12
194 (12:56) − 0
210 (14:00) − 04
247 (16:28) − 25

2.3 Helion Meteors
These meteors are similar to the Antihelion meteors only in that they strike Earth on
the outbound leg of their orbit. Therefore they strike the sunlit portion of Earth and
are seldom seen. This radiant follows the ecliptic and is normally located only 15°E
of the Sun. They are never seen in total darkness, as the Sun must be 18° below the
horizon for total darkness to exist. The only opportunity of ever seeing these meteors
would be from near the equator, where twilight is at its shortest. Even then the chance
is remote, as the low elevation of the radiant would provide only a small fraction of
the meteors seen compared to when the radiant is located highest in the sky.
Radar studies of the sky have revealed numerous showers associated with the
Helion radiant. Table 2.3 lists the showers from the IAU associated with the Helion
radiant.

2.4 Apex Meteors
Material that circles the Sun in a high-inclination orbit in a retrograde motion is
most likely produced by Halley-like and long-period comets. This material
encounters Earth after perihelion on the outbound portion of its orbit. Since they
are moving in opposite directions they strike Earth at tremendous velocities often
creating bright meteors with persistent trains. These particles strike Earth on the
morning side of the planet and are best seen just before morning twilight, while
the sky is still perfectly dark. This is not really a shower per se but an artiﬁcial
radiant created by Earth's motion through space. Unlike the Antihelion radiant,
which is always located on the ecliptic, the apex radiants have formed two diffuse
branches located approximately 15°N and 15°S of the ecliptic, 90°W of the Sun.
Therefore it rises near midnight and is highest in the sky near 6:00 a.m. LST.
One theory for the formation of the two branches is that Earth has cleared away
much of the material near its orbit (zero inclination), leaving most of the material
either north or south of the ecliptic. Studies of these meteors made by members of
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Period

Maximum

Position

Jan 1–6
Jun 16–Jul 10
Jul 13–21
Jul 25–Aug 08
Aug 12–17
Aug 19–30
Aug 24–30
Aug 28–Sep 08
Sep 16–23
Oct 24–Nov 04
Nov 06–11
Dec 09–16

Jan 03
Jun 24
Jul 20
Aug 06
Aug 15
Aug 24
Aug 30
Sep 06
Sep 21
Nov 03
Nov 08
Dec 09

176 (11:44) − 23
009 (00:36) + 21
021 (01:24) + 36
043 (02:52) + 40
040 (02:40) + 36
058 (03:52) + 41
074 (04:56) + 15
066 (06:24) − 03
074 (04:56) + 08
149 (09:56) + 28
146 (09:44) + 45
179 (11:56) + 35

the American Meteor Society (AMS) have revealed that these meteors are less
numerous than those of the Antihelion radiant, and that attempts to isolate these
meteors from the sporadic background are for the most part not worthwhile.
There are times during the year, though, when rates from the apex source are more
noticeable. Table 2.4 lists these periods along with the radiant positions.
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Table 2.4. Periods of enhanced apex activity4

2.5 Antiapex Meteors
Antiapex, or antapex, meteors are produced by material orbiting the Sun in a retrograde direction that encounters Earth on the inbound or preperihelion portion of
its orbit. Like the sources that produce the apex meteors, these are most likely produced by long-period comets. These meteors have twin radiants located north and
south of the ecliptic, 90°E of the Sun. This means they are best seen as soon as it
becomes dark, after the end of evening twilight. Once again this is not a true shower
but an artiﬁcial radiant created by Earth's motion through space. Unlike the apex
meteors, these meteors would be among the slowest to appear in the sky. Slow meteors are affected by Earth’s gravity in such a way that the apparent radiant is actually
far from the true radiant. This is called the zenith attraction. With the diffuse nature
of the radiant, the additional offset due to the zenith attraction would make classifying these meteors very difﬁcult. The radiant area would be so large that fully half of
the few evening meteors seen could possibly be members of the antapex group.
Since this is an artiﬁcial radiant it is advised that observers simply label these meteors as sporadic and save their efforts for true shower meteors.
When the antapex radiant lies highest in the sky there seems to be an increase
in the ﬁreball activity. Studies have shown that during the period from mid-February
through mid-April, when the antapex radiant lies highest in the sky, ﬁreball rates
peak as seen from the northern hemisphere. If this relationship is true then the
same scenario should occur during mid-August to mid-October from the southern
hemisphere. Unfortunately the lack of observers located south of the equator has
prevented this from being veriﬁed.
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Table 2.5. Parameters of the N. Toroidal showers found in the IMO’s video study6
Period

Maximum

Position

Expected position

Mar 30–Apr 07
Sep 29–Oct 05
Oct 06–11
Nov 23–29
Dec 06–23

Mar 31
Oct 04
Oct 07
Nov 29
Dec 20

276 (18:28) + 41
080 (05:20) + 83
079 (05:16) + 82
199 (13:16) + 65
209 (13:56) + 56

277 (18:32) + 27
114 (07:36) + 73
120 (08:00) + 72
187 (12:28) + 53
204 (13:36) + 45
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2.6 Toroidal Meteors
There is a group of meteoroids in orbits inclined steeply to the ecliptic that
encounter Earth on a continual basis. The source of this material in not known, but
it is thought to be related to the Jupiter family of comets, the same source of the
Helion and Antihelion meteors.5 Rates from this source are less than those seen
from the other sporadic groups. This diffuse radiant would be centered approximately 90°W of the Sun and 50° north and south of the ecliptic. These meteors,
striking the atmosphere at near-perpendicular angles, would have an entry velocity of 22 miles/s, which would result in meteors of medium velocity.
Several showers that can be identiﬁed with the northern Toroidal source have
been found in Sirko Molau’s analysis of the IMO’s video database, though not
always in the exact position expected. This indicates a large and diffuse radiant.
Reported dates and positions are listed in Table 2.5.
Of the six periods listed, the last period in December provided far and away the
strongest rates. Due to the lack of data from the southern hemisphere no showers
from the southern Toroidal source were found. Visual observers would have a difﬁcult time trying to separate any possible Toroidal meteors from the sporadic
background, especially when sporadic rates are high.
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